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Abstract
In a prior paper we introduced a new symmetric key encryption scheme called Short Key Random
Encryption Machine (SKREM), for which we claimed excellent security guarantees. In this paper we
present and briey discuss some of its applications outside conventional data encryption. These are
Secure Coin Flipping, Cryptographic Hashing, Zero-Leaked-Knowledge Authentication and Authorization and a Digital Signature scheme which can be employed on a block-chain. We also briey
recap SKREM-like ciphers and the assumptions on which their security are based. The above applications are novel because they do not involve public key cryptography. Furthermore, the security of
SKREM-like ciphers is not based on hardness of some algebraic operations, thus not opening them
up to specic quantum computing attacks.
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Introduction
So far, most encryption schemes able to serve Secure Coin Flipping, Zero-Knowledge

Authentication and Digital Signatures, have relied on public key cryptography, which in
turn relies on the hardness of prime factorization or some algebraic operation in general.
Prime Factorization, in turn, has been shown to be vulnerable to attacks by a quantum
computer (see [1]). In [2] we introduced a novel symmetric key encryption scheme, which
does not rely on hardness of algebraic operations for its security guarantees.

1.1

Prior work
The SKREM cipher was introduced in [2]. To the best of our knowledge no such

system has been proposed before or since. Nevertheless, we, the author, strongly suspect
that non-public research, by researchers such as Marius Zimand (see [3] and [4]) and
Leonid Levin (see [5]) might include something similar to SKREM. Nevertheless, to the
best of our knowledge, such research, if it exists, is still not public. Chaos Theory and
namely Chaos Machines, best described by Armour in [6], can be employed as a black-box
subroutine in SKREM. The symmetric key cipher introduced in [2] is conjectured to be

provably

unbreakable. This conjecture is intended to be an educated statement, not a

mere shot in the dark and we strongly believe a formal proof exists.
When benchmarking our current approach, we considered popular, well established
schemes and methods, such as RSA [7] for public key cryptography, AES (Rijndael) [8]
for symmetric key encryption, Tang et. al [9] for cryptographic commit protocol, DieHellman key exchange for secure coin ipping [10], El Gamal [11] and Lamport [12] for
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digital signatures. Additionally, we considered Elliptic-curve cryptography [13] and the
Kerberos authentication and authorization scheme [14].
All of the above, except Lamport and Kerberos which are general purpose methods
which can work over symmetric key ciphers, rely on the hardness of algebraic operations such as prime factoring or discreet logarithm which are known [1] and respectively
suspected by state actors like the NSA to be vulnerable to quantum computing attacks
[15].
The AES cipher itself relies on the hardness of a dierent algebraic operation, namely
the eld inverse. While it is not presently know to be vulnerable to quantum attacks,
its security claims remain unproven even with regards to a classical computer. Successful
practical attacks on reduced versions of AES have been developed [16]. Furthermore,
revelations connected with Edward Snowden suggest state actors like the NSA explore
using tau statistic to break the full AES itself [17] - and these might be successful.
The security of the methods proposed in this paper relies on the security of SKREM.
This in turn does not rely on hardness of any algebraic operation. Instead it relies on the
properties of sequences sampled in a truly random fashion to be algorithmically random
with high probability under a range of transformations. Concretely, it employs a technique
called entropy enhancement to increase the length of the secret key by absorbing bits from
a random sequence. It does so employing heavily the operation of indirection (memory
dereferencing) which is not algebraic: the implied transformation functions involved in
SKREM are thus dierent for each source sequence and expected to be incompressible.
Furthermore, it is conjectured that none of them admits any regular structure, except
with negligible probability - being sampled essentially at random.

1.2

Overview of this paper
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recap the SKREM

cipher, its security claims and assumptions thereof, as well as formalize what is meant
by SKREM-like ciphers. In Section 3 we discuss how SKREM-like ciphers can be applied
to Secure Coin Flipping and Cryptographic Commit Protocol. In Section 4 we describe
how such ciphers can be used to compute secure cryptographic hashes. In Section 5 we
present Zero-Leaked-Knowledge Authentication and Authorization protocols over public
channels, based on SKREM-like ciphers. In Section 6 we discuss how such can be used
to generate digital signatures. In Section 7 we draw the conclusion and present avenues
for further research. Section 8 oers the brief Vitae of the author. We conclude the paper
with Acknowledgments in Section 9.
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Recap of SKREM-like symmetric key encryption ciphers
Virtually all present day ciphers proceed from the premise that Encryption / Decryp-

EN CR : P × K → C and DECR : C × K → P , where P is the
K is the universe of secret keys and C is the universe of cipher
n
n
k
texts. Usually P = {0, 1} and C = {0, 1} , while K = {0, 1} , for some xed constant
key size k and plain text length n.
tion are two functions

universe of plain texts,

SKREM like ciphers [2] introduce the novelty of taking an auxiliary input, which is
neither plain text, nor key - it is a large master table of truly random bits. By truly
random it is understood that they are to be harnessed from nature (eg. from radio/solar
noise, mouse movements or quantum computers) from a truly random distribution, are
fully independent and uniformly distributed. This is opposed to them being generated by a
classical computer from a short seed. The encryption scheme is thus
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EN CR : P ×K×M →

C

and

DECR : C × K → P .P

can be arbitrary

P = {0, 1}n . K = {0, 1}k

is a short key,

which has a minimal length dependent on the processing power of the adversary. Namely,
a key of length

k

is conjectured to oer provably unbreakable symmetric key encryption
O(2k ) - namely one which has enough

against an adversary with a compute power of

resources to run this many operations on a classical computer within the relevant attack
m
timeframe. The master table M = {0, 1}
is a special input which is required to consist
of a truly random bit sequence. Its length

m = O(n)

is linear in the size of the plain

text; however the constant for the original SKREM cipher is around 100,000. Further
renements and simplications can be made to better practicalize the cipher, with their
security being the topic of active research.
The idea behind SKREM is to obtain a random permutation of
on the secret key

k

and the master table

M.

m

elements, based

Since the key is short, it does not have

enough entropy to generate a permutation which can be argued to be secure. Instead,
the very contents of the grand master table

M

is used to gradually enhance the length

of the secret key, in a manner that is uniform and fully unpredictable (and conjectured
k
to be provably so) to any adversary with computing power less than O(2 ). We call this
technique entropy enhancement. A subsequence of this permutation is then used to alter
the grand master table

M,

in order to encode the plain text.

In [2] we presented a full SKREM-like cipher and a simplied version - SKREMS.
The method is however general and many variations and adaptations can be developed.
The following describes the pseudo code of SKREM-like ciphers in general.

Algorithm 1. SKREM-like encryption.

k ∈ K , m ∈ M and p ∈ P . Output: c ∈ C .

Short key random encryption machine. Input:

k into u groups and seed u ≥ 2 CSPRNGs, S1 ...Su ,
z > log(M ). It is recommended that u · z = k .

1: Split the bits of
length

with a seed of

2: while u is still too small or not enough rounds have completed do
3:

Double

u,

creating

u

new, inactive - yet unseeded CSPRNGs. Intertwine them al-

ternatively with the original ones in the sequence

4:
5:

Sample values
index

6:

8:

i.

v1

and

v2

Then increment

from two successive, active CSPRNGs in

i

by

S,

starting at

2.

v1 and v2 to determine two uniformly distributed, random locations,
M , from those which have not yet been visited.
Use the values at M [l1 ] and M [l2 ], if they are dierent, to generate a new uniformly
distributed random bit b.
Distribute the random bit b to some index of a new CSPRNGs which does not yet
Use values

l1

7:

S : s1 , su+1 , s2 , su+2 , ....

while there exists a CSPRNG which does not have all the seed-bits lled out do

and l2 in

have its seed completed. Distribute it such that each old CSPRNGs contributes
an equal number of bits to each new CSPRNG's seed.

9:
10:

M [l1 ] = M [l2 ] then use then use v1
ments/chunks of M , as well as of S .

If

and

v2

to permute some

O(1)

ele-

When a priory inactive new CSPRNG has gathered enough bits for a full seed,
mark it as active and start using it.

11:

Mark the positions l1 and l2 of

M

as visited.

12:

end while

13:

Consider the concatenated seeds of all CSPRNGs in the sequence

S1 ...Su as a single
u · z bit number x. Use a bijective (preferably one way) function f : {0, 1}u·z →
{0, 1}u·z , and set x ← f (x). Then consider back x as a sequence of u CSPRNGs
with seeds z -bits long.

14: end while
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15: When

u

is large enough (eg.

steps 5-11 for the
step

8

n

u ≥ 2 · P)

and enough iterations have passed, repeat

bits of the input, with the dierence that the bit produced at

is not used for new CSPRNGs, but instead is a bit of the plain text. When

encrypting,

M [l1 ]

and

M [l2 ]

can be exchanged conveniently, if needed, to represent

the desired bit.
The method proceeds to incrementally add new CSPRNGs, by seeding them with
the added entropy it gets from the master table M. The order in which the locations of
this master table are visited is then conjectured to be a cryptographically secure, random
permutation of length

m.

This conjecture relies on the following assumptions.

An arbitrary subset of sucient length of a truly random sequence m, is
itself truly random, except with negligible probability.
Assumption 1.

Discussion. This says that if you remove some bits from a truly random sequence m,
what remains is still truly random, except in astronomically improbable cases (eg. you
chose a subset which consists precisely of the true bits).

An arbitrary permutation of truly random sequence m, is itself truly
random, except with negligible probability.
Assumption 2.

Discussion.

This says that if you choose to shue the elements of a truly random

sequence, the result is still truly random - except in astronomically improbable cases (eg.
you chose a permutation which sorts

m).

The above assumptions are quite natural and probably admit proofs, given the fact
that truly random sequences are expected to be incompressible and thus algorithmically
random, except with negligible probability: if the above were not true, constructive martingales could potentially be found which succeed on such sequences.
From the above assumptions, the following conjecture is derived.

A member of the set of permutations producible for a given key k by the
Algorithm 1 is a random and unpredictable permutation, except with negligible probability.

Conjecture 1.

Discussion. The conjecture is quite natural and is suspected to admit a formal proof.
This stems from the two facts. Firstly, any sux of the permutation is fully independent
from its prex - the prex is derived from the secret key
tions of

M

k,

and a sampling of the posi-

which are then never reused in the sux. While any such prex is uniquely

determined by the secret key

k

(for a xed

M ),

by induction such a prex is random

and unpredictable. Secondly, the bits which are used to extend the prex are uniformly
distributed by construction, and based on the sequence determined by some sampling
from the outstanding portion of

M

. By Assumptions 1 and 2 these are themselves truly

random except with negligible probability - this means the constructed sequence itself
is random and unpredictable, except with negligible probability: otherwise a successful
martingale could be constructed.
Finally, based on Conjecture 1, the security of SKREM-like ciphers can be argued to
2z−1
be at least 2
: an attacker will not be able to gain any meaningful insight from deducing
(or guessing) some locations which together encode some bit of plain text - except so as in
to guess the bits which were used to generate the seed for the CSPRNGs which generated
them. Since only a small number of bits are used from each prior-round CSPRNG for
each new CSPRNG (preferably only 1 - which is always possible in later rounds), in order
to speculate any known plain-text advantage, the attacker will need to guess the full seed
of some CSPRNG least another

z−1

z

bits. Then he will need to validate if it is plausible, by guessing at

bits from the resulting new CSPRNG in order to determine if 1 bit
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of the plain-text is producible by such a priory guessed seed. In practice he will probably
need another

≈z

bits to gain any meaningful level of condence for successful guesses.

Attacks are further complicated by the unpredictable mixing of bits in steps 1, 9 and
13 which are intended to mask the correlation between prior-round bits and current round
ones, while maintaining statistical properties.
The

choice

of

Cryptographically

Secure

Pseudo-Random

Number

Generators

(CSPRNGs) can be Chaos Machines [6] which present the advantage that a small variation in source input results in a large variation of output, which is claimed unpredictable
except by knowing the seed. Alternatively they can be any CSPRNG such as those based
on PRNGs with proven statistical properties [18]. The outputs of CSPRNGs need to be
normalized in steps 6 and 9 before they can be used. The original paper on SKREM [2]
included a method for converting any distribution to uniform binary and also one for
sampling a number in an arbitrary interval

0...p − 1

based on some uniformly distributed

bits. It entails using a larger number of bits than strictly required by the desired output.
For the transformation in step 15, alternatively to a large CSPRNG, an algebraic
transformation such as the modular or eld inverse, followed by appropriate distribution
conversion can be used instead. Other various can be sought up, for example using a timeexpensive classical one-way function - such as the one described in [5] (which is one-way
contingent on the existence of such functions).
Ultimately, the security of SKREM-like ciphers rests in the fact they rely essentially on
indirection operation over some large chunk of randomly initialized memory. So long as the
chunk is algorithmically random (which being truly random entails except with negligible
probability) and the algorithm does not introduce patterns, the result of these operations
cannot be predicted at all. The hardness of reversing indirection relays not on diculty
of solving some mathematical problem such as those of modular algebra, but instead
on the unpredictability of truly random sequences - their property that no constructive
martingale can succeed over them. While for a regular cipher, the transformation function
M
is xed, for a SKREM-like cipher there are 2
such functions, one for each original
master table, the vast majority of them being secure - not even theoretically breakable,
as conjectured.
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Cryptographic Commit Protocol and Secure Coin Flipping
Consider that Alice and Bob have access to a public master table

M , known to be the

result of a truly random sampling. While this table is assumed to be public and known
to everyone (not only Alice and Bob) without compromising the scheme, it needs to be
truly random - it cannot be arbitrary. Now suppose Alice wants to commit to some
value

v.

k -bit

Consider the following protocol.

Protocol 1. Cryptographic Commit Protocol over SKREM-like ciphers. Input:
Both Alice and Bob have access to a common, immutable, public, truly random master
table M .

k -bit value v to which she wants to commit. She also chooses a k -bit
s.
Alice computes c ← DECRn (M, v ⊕ s), for a maximal n < m, such that M cannot
encrypt more than n bits. Then she takes a ← c[n/2 − k...n/2 + k] to represent the
2k + 1bit number comprised of the middle bits of c.
Alice sends Bob a.
Bob acknowledges receipt of a.
Alice sends Bob s.

1: Alice chooses the

truly random secret key

2:

3:
4:
5:

5

6: Bob acknowledges receipt of

s.

7: Alice and Bob do whatever other interaction, given that Alice has committed to some
value

v.

8: Alice sends Bob

w = v.

9: Bob repeats the computations Alice did in step 2, with
and

a.

If Bob's

a

v=w

to get his version of

c

computed in this round is equal to what he received in step 3 from

Alice, he conrms the committal as truthful, otherwise he rejects.

Correctness. Starting with a random master table M , for each key k there is an equal

1
that some arbitrary bit resulting from decryption is set to a particular
2
value. As such, for any t-bit sequence of decrypted output (chosen arbitrarily), there are
2k
k−t
expected to be t = 2
keys which produce it. By sampling 2k + 1 bits, the probability
2
that there does not exist another value except v which can serve as a secret key to decrypt
1
2k−1
the same sequence is (1 − 2k+1 )
. This tends very quickly to 1 as k tends to innity (see
2
[19]). Bob has condence of at least k -bits security that Alice cannot cheat (see [20]) and
probability of

that indeed she committed to the value v before step 3 of the algorithm. Furthermore,
contingent on the security of SKREM, Bob cannot deduce the secret key
plain text

a,

v

for the known

before Alice reveals it in Step 8.

Discussion. Note that if Alice can secretly manipulate the random grand master table

M , she could deliberately encrypt a with some key w 6= v chosen by her, and then, in step
8 she would have the choice to send either w or v as her committal value. This is why
it is important that the master table M is in fact random, and not chosen or altered by
Alice. Conversely, if Bob is allowed to choose M instead, he could theoretically make it
that several values decrypt the same sequence (eg. by choosing M to be all zeros). And,
as such, he can contest Alice's committal at step 8, by showing a counter example. This
is why it is important that the master table is in fact actually random and not chosen by
either of the players independently.
The usage of an auxiliary secret key

s

is because in order for the security claims of

SKREM to hold, encryption needs to happen based on a secret key chosen in a truly
random fashion, which Alice's committal value

v

may not be.

Adjusting the above Protocol 1 to support random coin ipping is straightforward.

Protocol 2. Secure Coin Flipping over SKREM-like ciphers.

Input: Both Alice
and Bob have access to a common, immutable, public, truly random master table M .
1: Alice and Bob perform Protocol 1 above up to step 7, for some arbitrary random
value

vA

chosen by Alice.

2: Then they again perform the Protocol 1 up to step 7, with Bob committing himself
this time to some arbitrary random value

vB

chosen by him.

3: They both complete the protocols 1 (in arbitrary order) with the respective conrmations of the truthfulness of the committal. They now both posses both

vA

and

vB .
4: They take

vA ⊕ vB

to represent their common random value. If this value is over too

many bits, they can just ignore a sux of them.

Correctness. If at least one of them chose randomly, the common random value will

be random, since XORing a random number with an arbitrary number maintains the
randomness.

Discussion.

Note that Alice and Bob could eciently commit to a large random

sequence by using the protocol repeatedly. Note that the values to which either of them
commits cannot be over fewer bits than the minimal key size
of the SKREM-like cipher used.
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k,

required for the security
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Cryptographic Hashing

r, to which she wants to compute a
consider a public master table M exists,

Suppose Alice has some, potentially long, message
potentially short cryptographic hash. As before,

known to be the result of a truly random sampling, to which Alice has access.
If

|r| = k , then r

could be used directly as a secret key, to obtain a digest by the same

method used in Protocol 1 above by Alice to commit to some value, with the secret key

s

appended to the digest.
If

r

keeping

k

is longer than

z

bits it could be used directly in Step 1 of Algorithm 1 to, while

xed (chosen beforehand), simply start with more CSPRNGs upfront. The

stopping condition in Step 2 needs however ensure a reasonable number of rounds happen
(at least 3 is recommended) and that, additionally, all original CSPRNGs, at the very
least, are used to determine bits at least as many bits so as to exhaust their entropy
(namely

r

in total) - all this before the nal round occurs in Step 15. Alternatively,

could be divided into

k -bit

r

sequences and the process repeated, as in the case of block

ciphers, with the resulting digests appended or combined by some other method. This
approach requires that

r

be truly random however, since SKREM requires truly random

input keys.
There is however a more appealing alternative.

Algorithm 2. Cryptographically Secure Hashing over SKREM-like ciphers.

Input: There exists a public, well known truly random master table M. Alice wants a secure
cryptographic hash of message r.
k -bit value s.
c ← DECRnr (M, v ⊕ s), for a maximal n < m, such that M cannot
encrypt more than n bits. Then she takes a ← c[n/2 − r/2 − k...n/2 + r/2 + k] to
represent the 2k + r + 1bit number comprised of the middle bits of c. The function
DECRnr is the same as that of Algorithm 1, except that, in Step 8, before an obtained
bit b is used, it is XORed with the next unused bit from r , until all such are exhausted.

1: Alice chooses truly randomly a
2: Alice computes

3: The secure hash is <h,s>.

Correctness. There are 2r × 2k

combinations of potential messages times secret keys.

The probability there does not exist another pair to generate the same xed r + 2k + 1
1
2r+k −1
bits is (1 − r+2k+1 )
. This again ensures security of at least k bits, for suciently
2
large r and k (see [21]). The underlying implicit assumption is that the probability for
a <message, key> pair to produce a certain sequence of bits over

M

is uniform. This is

natural given Conjecture 1.

Discussion. Note that the size of the message r

cannot be arbitrary large, but needs
DECRnr function. Choosing
is dened as in step 2 of Algorithm 2, should prove adequate

to be small enough for all of its bits to be used by the altered

M

so that

|r| ≈ n,

where

n

for the SKREM-like ciphers proposed in [2].
Note that by using Algorithm 2, the obtained bits of the hash are essentially fully
independent from those of
master tables

r.

In fact, such a hash would be dierent for dierent original

M.

In case the hash digest length of
to

r +2k +1 is too great, it could be reduced (preferably

k ) by using a classical cryptographic hash function, such as Whirlpool [22], SHA-2 [23]

or SHA-3 [24] as the underlying hash of a Merkel Tree [25], whose root, together with the

s give the digest. The added advantage in this situation is that the cryptographic
r + 2k + 1 bit sequence which is chosen truly randomly,
and whose bits are not related to that of the original message r . The original bits of r are
only used, together with those of s and with a discarded portion of M , to select which

secret key

hash function is computed over an
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random sequence of

r + 2k + 1

bits from the outstanding portion of

M

is chosen. By

Assumptions 1 and 2 and Conjecture 1, this will be a truly random sequence, except with
negligible probability - even in cases when

r

is very regular, such as all zeros.

Alternatively, the hash length could be reduced to some arbitrary length
fewer bits around the middle of

x

by taking

c in step 2 of Algorithm 2, with the drawback of increased

risk of collisions.
Yet a better option is to use a Merkel Tree [25] but with this very Algorithm 2, with
a reduced digest of size

k

taken with the idea above, instead of a classical cryptographic

hash function such as SHA or Whirlpool. We recommend this third option in practice.
Note that the master table

M

is required to verify a hash. It is assumed to be im-

mutable, public and available over the lifecycle of the generated hashes.
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Zero Knowledge Authentication and Authorization
Suppose Alice and Bob are secret agents of the same agency, who have never met

before and don't know each other, but were given a shared secret key

k

by their common

HQ beforehand. Consider that Alice and Bob have access to a public master table

M,

known to be the result of a truly random sampling.
Now suppose Alice and Bob want to establish to one-another that they are part of
the same organization. However, they want to achieve this without giving any knowledge
about the shared secret key

k,

neither to their counterparty, nor to any member of the

public who didn't already know it in advance (such as Mallory). They also want to defend
against a public, non-insider actor, such as Mallory using the conversation she witnessed
to potentially deceive Alice or Bob or someone else in the future into believing they also
knew the secret.
Furthermore, suppose Alice and Bob may want to be able to reveal their membership
of the secret agency to the other only if the other also does the same - namely Alice wants
to reveal to Bob she is a secret agent

i

Bob reveals the same to her during the execution

of the protocol.

Protocol 3. Zero Knowledge Secret Agent Authentication over SKREM-like
ciphers. Input: Both Alice and Bob have access to a common, immutable, public, truly

random master table M . Alice and Bob belong to the same secret organization, Alpha,
and like any such member they were given the same private secret key k. They want to
mutually authenticate each other over a public channel, leaking zero knowledge about k.
1: Alice and Bob both start with an

x=0

and a security condence parameter

p = 1.

2: During rest of the Protocol, Alice and Bob take turns. Alice starts rst.
3: {no_rounds is a suciently large, even integer}
4: for
5:

i = 0...no_rounds

v1 ...vz ,
6:

do

Alice and Bob agree and commit to number of

z

public, shared, random

k -bit values

using the Coin Flipping Protocol 2 of Section 3.

c = DECRn (M, vi ⊕ k), for a
suciently large n < m, such that M cannot encrypt more than n bits. They then
take a ← c[n/2 − 8...n/2 − 1] and b = c[n/2...n/2 + 7] to represent two bytes around
the middle bits of c. Then they set their respective x ← x ⊕ b and append a ⊕ x to
a fresh internal sequence s they maintain (sequences s are discarded from round to
For each

vi ,

in order, Both Alice and Bob compute

round).

7:

Whose ever turn it is (say Alice) computes a new sequence
sequence

s

and replacing a number of

z−p

sA

by taking the internal

randomly chosen elements in it with

random values and then sends it to the counterparty (say Bob).
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8:

Both Alice and Bob count the number of correct answers in the transmitted sequence, by comparing each to the members of their internal sequence
number is

9:

p=0

y ≥ p.

Otherwise authentication is rejected, and

immutable.

If authentication did not fail above, both Alice and Bob set
Also, if

p > tr

p ← 1 + (y mod z).

tr < z , authentication
p = 0 immutable.

for some specic threshold

successful and the protocol continues with

11:

Say this

y.

Both Alice and Bob validate that
protocol continues with

10:

s.

is considered

The roles of Alice and Bob are switched for the next round.

12: end for
13: If the authentication was never declared successful in line 10, then it is declared failed
now.

Correctness. If both parties know the secret key k, the value of p will monotonically

increase by +1 each round, up until

min{z, no_rounds}.

If at least one of them doesn't,

by the security of SKREM the best they can do is guess a member of the target sequence.
They guess correctly with probability

1/256,

meaning, by linearity of expectation, that
1
· z . The exact probability that, by
256
chance, the actual number of correct guesses strays too far from this expectation decreases
the expected number of correct values in this case is

very fast. For illustration, if we chose z = 10 · 256 and threshold tr = z , the probability of
1 10·256
= 2−20480 which is negligible. We recommend choosing z ≥ 256,
false positives is
256
for there to be positive expected value for the number of correct hits by chance. The
exact value of

tr

depends on the desired maximal probability of deceit, resulting in a

false positive authentication. Finding a good value of

tr

is left as an exercise for further

research. It can be computed algorithmically for a given false positive probability. We
expect it be less than 62 for

Discussion.

z = 10 · 256.

This value should also be used as

no_rounds.

Note that Alice and Bob reveal each others' knowledge of the shared

secret with increasing probability, in tandem. If Bob wants to withhold his knowledge of
the shared secret, the authentication will fail for both sides. He will at most learn that
Alice had the ability to guess +1 more than he revealed about his own ability to guess. If
the expected number of correct guesses by chance is large enough (say more than 10 above
expected value), this added information should be insucient for a condent appraisal.
Therefore, in order to learn about Alice's membership to the organization he must reveal
his own as well.
An outside observer will not be able to as much as decide which from the values he
sees were not chosen at random in step 7, much less be able to determine a full sequence of
such. Even if they were to learn the exact sequence, by security of SKREM they would be
unable to determine the encryption key
values

vi

k ⊕vi for such a known plain text. Also, since the

are chosen at random via a cryptographically secure coin ipping protocol, they

will not occur again in future instances of the protocol's execution - not even individually,
much less so as the entire sequence for all the rounds -, except with negligible probability.
Protocol 3 oers a way for Alice and Bob to (almost) simultaneously prove to each
other, over a public channel, that they have knowledge of a shared secret, without leaking
any information about the secret itself, not even theoretically, to the rest of the channel
participants, who did not already know it. Do note however that any other participant
to the channel who did know the secret can determine if authentication of Alice and Bob
was successful by listening in. In order to prevent this, they should communicate over a
secured, bilateral channel, at least when committing to the

vi

sequences.

Note that a knowledgeable third party listening in on Alice's and Bob's chatter cannot
determine for sure that they are actually secret agents: they could both NOT be and
simply replay a conversation overheard priory between actual secret agents over the same
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master table M. In order for authentication to be genuine, it must occur over a never
before seen truly random master table M, or occur interactively.
Protocol 3 opens the door way to a host of interesting related applications. Suppose
now that Alice and Bob have determined they are both secret agents, they want to nd
out who has the highest rank, so they know who gives and who takes the orders.
Suppose the ranking hierarchy of the secret organization Alpha is a linear chain,
with the members of each rank

kr

r

being given, upon promotion, not only the secret key

corresponding to their own rank, but also another one,

kr+1

corresponding to the

immediately superior rank, whom they must obey. Also, the secret agency does not want
to reveal to all agents how many ranks there are exactly in the organization. Also, when
authorizing themselves, agents do not want to reveal their exact rank, but only that they
are of superior rank to the counterparty, if that is so.
This can be achieved by following the following protocol.

Protocol 4. Zero Knowledge Secret Agent Authorization over SKREM-like ciphers. Input: Both Alice and Bob have access to a common, immutable, public, truly

random master table M . Alice and Bob belong to the same secret organization, Alpha.
Alice's rank is r and she knows keys k1 ...kr+1 and Bob's rank is q and he knows secret
keys k1 ...kq+1 .They want to mutually authenticate each other over a public channel, leaking
zero knowledge and also to determine who of them is of higher rank.
1: Let

last ← 0, lef t ← 0

and

right ← M AX ,

with

M AX

a value known to be greater

than the number of ranks existing in the secret agency.

2: while

lef t ≤ right

do

mid ← (lef t + right)/2.

3:

Alice and Bob set

4:

Alice and Bob try to authenticate each other over rank mid, with shared secret key
kmid . If one of them is of rank lower than kmid−1 , he or she answers randomly to the
challenges of the rank, thus causing authentication to fail.

last ← mid and lef t ← mid + 1.
both set right ← mid − 1.

5:

If authentication succeeds above, they both set

6:

If authentication fails in step 4 above, they

7: end while
8: To determine who is in charge both Alice and Bob compare

last

to their own rank. If

it is greater, than the other party is their superior, otherwise they are.

9: In order to obscure the actual number of rounds the protocol took, step 4 is performed
an additional number of times, in order to bring the total to

log(M AX)

- the results

of these extra rounds are ignored.

Correctness.

Essentially, the parties binary search to nd the highest rank about

which they both know. The person who knows of a higher rank than that is clearly the
superior. The party of inferior rank is only able to conrm that the counterparty is her
superior, but cannot establish his exact rank.

Discussion. The protocol can be performed not only bilaterally but also with regard to

a third party, say Claire. Claire may be an automated weapons system - such as a Poseidon
or Minuteman strategic nuclear article, and Alice and Bob two competing secret agents
who want to give conicting orders to Claire. By having both Alice and Bob perform the
protocol with her (not with each other), Claire can decide to whom to listen. This also
gives no indication to the other party as to the actual rank of the counterparty, or any
information that could help it in the future to pass a similar authorization protocol.
There is one added bonus for using Protocols 3 and 4:

stenography. Since only a

small fraction of the actual elements of the sequences exchanged are required to have xed
values, the rest can be used to

piggyback a secondary transmission on the same

carrier wave . This allows for example a double agent Alice to perform an authentication
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protocol for secret agency Alpha with Bob, while at the same doing an authentication
protocol for secret agency Omega with the same Bob. This way, any member of agency
Alpha listening in on the conversation will believe that Alice and Bob simply authenticated
each other for agency Alpha, when instead they might have also established that they both
belong to agency Omega also. Furthermore, in case Bob does not belong to agency Omega
(or does not wish to reveal his belonging), Alice's attempt for mutual authentication for
Omega will remain a secret: neither Bob nor other members of Omega on the public
channel will be able to ascertain that Alice attempted such.
Clearly such a protocol would have been useful to the conspirators of the Lodge of
Perfect Equality in the time of the 1789 French Revolution, to authenticate one-another
while seemingly simply authenticating that they are simple members of the Freemasonry,
not also part of some conspirator group within it.
When the organization Alpha is a well-known public organization, such as an Internet
market place, authenticating against it may seem natural to the observers. This gives the
pretext to piggyback a secondary message (for all intents and purposes seemingly random)
as part of the authentication protocol. This can be used not only to authenticate within
Omega, but also to send and receive encrypted information which is indistinguishable from
random (eg. encrypted with a SKREM-like cipher). Such information will be short over a
single transmission, but not of trivial length. It can include specic encrypted orders, or
can form portions of a longer message transmitted over several sessions.
Protocols 3 and 4 could be adapted to function with other symmetric key ciphers.
However, their current formulation presents the advantages of the security guarantees of
SKREM-like ciphers in general. Existing alternatives rely on hardness of some algebraic
problem such as discreet logarithm (like [26]) - many of which are clearly vulnerably to
quantum computing attacks -. Or they employ the trapdoor approach over NP-complete
problems (like [27]) - which approach, in many cases, has been shown to be breakable in
practice.
Unlike Kerberos [14], the presented protocols do not require a trusted third party
(authentication server) and can be enacted bilaterally. On the other hand, Kerberos itself
can be extended to use Protocols 3 and 4 to authenticate and respectively authorize a
new client when issuing him a TGT key. Just as well, a SKREM-like cipher can be used
as the symmetric key cipher for Kerberos.

6

Digital Signatures
Suppose Alice wants to be able to digitally sign some arbitrary message

ing a digital signature

sig(r),

r, by produc-

such that no one else is able to produce such a signature

except her and that all members of public are able to verify and be condent that it is
indeed her who signed it.
Alice can proceed as follows. Firstly, she generates a secret, truly random grand master
table M. Then she has several options. One of them is for her to employ the Lamport
digital signature scheme [12], and use the cryptographic hashing Algorithm 2 from Section
4 to compute the cryptographic hashes involved. Then she can publish

M

unmodied,

together with her public key. This has the advantage that she can use any master table

M,

including some potentially naturally occurring ones. However, the public key can be

used only once.
There is, however an even better possibility.

Algorithm 3. Digital Signatures over SKREM-like ciphers.

Input: Alice posses
some secret, well known truly random master table M . She wants to be able to digitally
11

sign messages of length r bytes.
k -bit truly random values vi,j,k and secret keys ki,j,k , for i = 1..n,
k = 0..255, with n being the number of messages she plans to sign using

1: Alice computes some

j = 1..r

and

the public key.

2: Alice

computes

the

following

hvi,j,k , j, k, i, n, hash(hvi,j,k , j, k, i, ni)i,

for

plain

mi,j,k
=
k = 0..255.

texts

i = 1..n, j = 1..r

and

The hash function can be any cryptographically secure hash fuction with a short
digest, such as Algorithm 2 from Section 4 over

3: Alice sets

M.

C ← EN CR(mi,j,k , ki,j,k , M ), encrypting all 256 · n · r

messages in the same

cipher text, using the methodology described in [2] which leverages Universal Perfect
Hashing. If the function used above is indeed Algorithm 2 over

M,

the locations

touched by any of the hashing operations must also be protected, the same way as
when encrypting.

4: Alice reveals

C

as her public key.

5: When Alice wants to sign the i-th public message, consisting of bytes
publishes

hki,j,r[j] i

6: Someone

for all

wishing

to

r1 , r2 , ..., rr , she

j = 1..r.
verify

her

signature

checks

hx, j, r[j], i, n, hash(hx, j, r[j], i, ni)i for the r values v1 ...vr

that

DECR(C, vj )

=

published by Alice as signa-

ture. This involves checking the hash of the deciphered output and checking that the
second and third values in the tuple are indeed

j

and

r[j] as expected. The verication

i the check holds for all j = 1..r.
Correctness. Similar to Lamport signature, for an attacker to be able to forge Alice's

succeeds

signature over even a 1 byte long message b, he would need to nd at least some key
such that

k

DECR(C, k) = mi,1,b for some arbitrary i. But the probability of a naturally
mi,1,b outside those purposefully minted by Alice is less than the probability

occurring such

of hash collisions for the hashing function. This in turn is negligible if Algorithm 2 from
−k
Section 4 is used: less than 2
, which should exceed the compute power available to an
adversary.

Discussion.

Note that the total size of all encrypted messages is

grow large for large

n

or large

r.

O(n · r).

This can

In case the message to be signed is very large, she can

instead sign a cryptographic hash digest of it. Note that in fact the maximum values for

j

can be made to vary from one

the signatures from the

n

i

to another. This means she could set aside some of

allotted, to sign longer messages.

In case Alice runs out of signatures, she could resort to signing a special (potentially

Cnew , consisting of a suitably
M . This should be reserved only for the last i = n

long) message containing the digest of a fresh public key
altered new truly random master table

of the signatures she uses, and could be understood by the public as such. Note that while
she can sign a digest for a new public key which is longer than the usual messages she
signs, that digest can never be as long as her original public key. So, if the number of
available signatures and security guarantees for the new public key are to be maintained,
only a digest of such can be signed. Computing this digest with Algorithm 2 of Section 4
over her original public key C, with the idea to use a Merkel Tree over the same algorithm
to shorten the digest should prove enough for ensuring security. No malecent party can
create a fresh public key even after seeing

Cnew ,

thanks to the security guarantees of the

Algorithm 2.
While the signature scheme described is not based on public key cryptography, it
could nevertheless be used on a block-chain [28] to sign transactions. A public digest of
the private key could be published beforehand as part of the incoming transaction (similar
to how hashes of public keys current work on the BitCoin block-chain) and the full public
key revealed and used to sign an outgoing transaction. Since transactions on the BitCoin
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block chain, do not generally reuse public keys, the number of messages that would need

n = 1. In order to support spending
n = 2 or n = 3. Thus, the total size of

to be signable by a single public key is as low as
inputs of large-valued transactions we can take

a public key would by reasonably small (linear in the size of the digest). The security of
such an approach relays of course on the security of the hashing digest function. The one
described in Section 4 for example, was argued to be secure and not reliant on hardness
of prime factoring or of any algebraic operation in general.
The described scheme can also be used in secure authorization: A client with a certain
level of clearance (perhaps proven via Protocol 4 of Section 5) can formulate certain types
of requests, including a user ID and timestamp with them. An Authorization Server could
receive such request from an authenticated client, authorize them and then send back a
digital signature of such, signed with its own private key (the Authorization Server's). The
client could then directly send such requests to a Serving Server which could then simply
check the validity of the digital signature. Note that the Serving Server could already have
the Authorization Server's public key

C,

so the two do not need to be connected live at

the moment of serving.
This allows for scenarios like the following: Say there are number of underwater mines
(say Poseidon strategic articles) deep behind enemy lines, or within neutral waters. They
are all programmed with the same public key

C

of the authorization server. Then, a

dully authorized party wants to issue an order (eg. attack / self-destroy / do not attack
and remain dormant for at another week / no operation) to one (including its ID in the
request) or all of them. The authorization server could be located deep below ground in
a bunker in the Urals and be totally disconnected from any of the mines. The authorized
party can compose the order message, get it signed by the secure authorization server
and then transmit it to the mine (eg. via satellite link, marine mammals, submarines or
surface ships). The mine will execute the order

i

it is authorized and without the need

to communicate with the authorization server. Finally, what is interesting is that even if
the enemy were to capture one mine, and then even if they were able to reverse engineer
it and discover the Authorization Server's public key

C

- and even if they were able to

intercept a message addressed to that particular mine -, they would still be unable to fool
any of the other mines into executing any orders.
The ideas in this paper can also be combined to secure a top secret algorithm which is
embedded in some forward-deployed hardware and which is activated only on command:
It can be encrypted with SKREM, and its encryption key be sent over as part of the
authorized request. Since SKREM supports multiple plain-texts over the same cipher
note how this could allow export-versions of military hardware to be turned into strategicversions, by the simple issuing of an authorized command.

7

Conclusions And Further Research
The ideas in this paper have demonstrated the usefulness of SKREM-like ciphers over

a range of applications.
While all ideas presented are self contained and fully specied, further research should
be done to ne tune them and particularize them for specic use cases. Of special concern is that, as they stand, for some use cases, the methods described, while secure, can
have unacceptable performance parameters - running time and/or space requirements.
Furthermore, the SKREM and SKREMS ciphers described in [2] are still not suciently
practical from a performance standpoint. Further research should be done to ensure a
fully practical yet secure scheme.
Proving the Conjectures and/or Assumptions on which the security guarantees of
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SKREM-like ciphers rely is expected to be a major milestone in cryptography since this
essentially solves symmetric key encryption, even in the post-quantum computing era.
Expanding the applications of SKREM-like ciphers into related areas such as Public
Key Cryptography and Turing-complete functional encryption is desired and should be
the subject of further research as well.
One aspect which was taken rather for granted with SKREM is the generation of
truly random numbers. The approach proposed involved harnessing such randomness
from hardware sources - these can include natural phenomena, such as inbound solar
radiation or FM noise, a quantum computer or a human user moving the mouse repeatedly.
Alternatively, they could be sampled from a sequence produced by a third party trusted
for the use case (such as random.org perhaps). For truly sensitive applications however,
further research is required into how acceptable master tables can be generated, veried
and distributed securely. We expect a lot of practical attacks on SKREM to focus on the
low quality and improper reuse of master tables.
We conclude this paper here.
In good old fashioned tradition of publications in cryptography we oer 2.56$ to
the rst 14 people who show an attack on SKREM. Furthermore, we oer an additional
2.56$ to the rst 17 people who invalidate Conjecture 1 or Assumptions 1 and 2.
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